For foreign visitors to Japan, we will be providing information in multiple languages on our company website

The West Japan JR Bus Company (headquarters: Konohana-ku, Osaka; president and representative director: Michio Utsunomiya) will begin presenting multiple-language information on its company website (PC and smartphone versions) with the objective of increasing convenience and information availability for foreign visitors to Japan.

We will continue to work to ensure the satisfaction of the growing number of our customers who are foreign visitors to Japan.

1. Service start date
   October 1, 2016 (Saturday) planned
2. Languages supported
   English, Chinese (traditional/simplified), Korean
3. Main content to be provided
   • Route information (timetables, fare tables)
     【Main routes】 Osaka to Tokyo, Kanazawa, Nagoya, Hiroshima, Arima Onsen, etc.
   • Bus stop and ticket center information
     【Main bus stops/ticket centers】 Osaka Station, Kyoto Station, etc.
   • Information on bus use, ticket purchase methods, reservation methods, etc.
   • Special site for expressway bus ticket reservations and purchase
     Link to “Kousokubusnet”
     【Foreign language webpage URL】
     (English) http://www.nishinohonjrbus.co.jp/en/
     (Traditional Chinese) http://www.nishinohonjrbus.co.jp/zh-tw/
     (Simplified Chinese) http://www.nishinohonjrbus.co.jp/zh-cn/
     (Korean) http://www.nishinohonjrbus.co.jp/ko/
4. Other

A special site for expressway bus ticket reservations and purchases, Kousokubusnet supports English, Chinese (traditional/simplified), and Korean.

【Foreign language webpage URL】
(English) https://www.kousokubus.net/JpnBus/en
(Traditional Chinese) https://www.kousokubus.net/JpnBus/zh-tw
(Simplified Chinese) https://www.kousokubus.net/JpnBus/zh-cn
(Korean) https://www.kousokubus.net/JpnBus/han